SET EVERY EMPLOYEE UP
FOR SUCCESS
Get your team aligned, with a flexible,
powerful collaboration platform that
adapts to their needs.

Mango Work is a deep, nuanced platform that will give you all of the building blocks to
foster better collaboration. You’ll get workspaces organized by team, department and
project, where files and posts with comment threads and emoji reactions make it easy to
get everyone on the same page.
Email and meetings alone just don’t cut it anymore, and neither does using a wide array
of disconnected productivity tools. Your team needs an intuitive, unified space where they
can collaborate with each other and track their projects and tasks.
With Mango Work, any discussion can then be turned into an action item with tasks that
are assigned, tracked, and moved through to completion. The flow of this process can
adapt to however your team works, and it’s easy to get a holistic view of current progress
from the individual, manager, or project level. This level of organization and transparency
ensures that there are no mysteries, and important tasks don’t simply vanish into the ether.

“MangoApps has the potential to change the
way a company thinks, and that’s a difficult
thing to do because a big company is like an
oil tanker in the sea: Trying to shift it from
one area to the next is a difficult thing. But
when you have e-collaboration, you have
multiple individuals working as a team, and
the benefits are seen very quickly.”
Your team might not even realize that MangoApps
is an external tool—white-labeled with your
company brand, it feels like a natural part of their
day and workflow.

-Phil Ward , HUBER+SUHNER

Market Manager for Data Centers

Empower your team

Everyone does their best work when
they have a clear agenda and seamless
access to the tools and information they
need to get it done.

Make remote work easy

Our simple interface is intuitive to
technical and non-technical workers
alike, and our deep, modular feature set
ensures you have everything you need,
accessible from wherever you are.

Get a complete picture

Deep analytics mean your company’s work patterns are no longer a mystery. Get insights into
the flow of information and behavior, and adjust your workspaces accordingly.

Unparalleled Flexibility

The Ultimate Dashboard

Project Visibility

Open Collaboration

Integrations

Trusted Security

Our tools bend to your needs,
and not the other way around.
Customizable workspaces,
organization, notifications, and
automation ensure that MangoApps
fits into your team’s workflow.

Collaborators and managers can
see at a glance where things stand,
and get updates in real time, so
work gets done faster and nothing is
missed.

Easy integrations with your other
enterprise tools ensure that your
teams have everything they need to
be productive, in one place.

Start every day organized and
informed, with a customizable
dashboard that includes
notifications, updates, and to-do lists
across all your projects.

Project workspaces and deep task
management features ensure that
conversations happen out in the
open and translate into concrete
action items.

Our robust, enterprise-level security
will meet your needs, whether you’re
a fledgling enterprise or a massive
government contractor.

USE CASES
Here are some of the ways our customers
use MangoApps to improve their employee
experience

Team Collaboration

Get your teams collaborating more efficiently by giving them digital
workspaces where projects are kept on track, tasks are distributed,
and work gets done.

Marketing Coordination

Manage leads, case studies, brand guidelines, and other important
marketing collateral and information, so everyone in the company has
a single place to go when they need marketing support or materials.

Sales Planning

Manage events, networking, prospects, and customer relationships,
so everyone within sales can benefit from each other’s experiences
and knowledge.

Product Management

An organized product team is the lifeblood
of any company that sells products. Manage
development sprints, feature requests, bug
reporting, and backlogs so that everything
is accounted for and moves quickly, like you
need it to.

Knowledge Management

Employees accumulate knowledge on the
job. If they work in silos, that knowledge
doesn’t transfer to colleagues and is lost
when they leave the company. Setting up a
strong knowledge base ensures that everyone
benefits from each other’s successes.

ALL THE FEATURES YOU NEED TO CONNECT YOUR TEAM
Projects and tasks with tracking and lifecycles, interactive team spaces, automation, and
analytics create a deep, unified collaboration experience for your team.

MANGOAPPS PLATFORM FEATURES
These features are built into every MangoApps product. Our enterprise-scale security
and administration tools make your admins’ lives easier, and our user-friendly platform
ensures quick adoption from all of your employees, no matter their devices or tech
literacy.

WHY MANGOAPPS?
Our modern collaboration feature
set, modular approach, and pricing
give you an easy way to meet your
employees where they are, with a
unified employee experience.

NUANCED

MODULAR

There are a lot of modern collaboration
platforms, but few of them have been
doing it as long as we have. The result
is that our product does everything you
would need, with all the nuance that
comes with long experience working
closely with customers.

With MangoApps’ modular approach, you
can get the narrow functionality you need
right now, and only pay for that piece of
the product. Down the road, when you
have another need to address, we’ll be
here with a ready solution.

AFFORDABLE

UNIFIED

We keep our prices low and deliver
outsized value. The amount of
functionality we bring to the table vastly
outweighs what you would expect to get
at our price points.

We give your corporate and frontline
workers a unified experience.
MangoApps is designed to act as a
bridge between teams, and we integrate
with all the tools both your frontline and
office workers are already using.

RESOURCES
Learn more about MangoApps, and hear from some of our customers,
with the deeper resources below.

Case Studies

Whitepapers

Get a clear picture of how our customers
use MangoApps, from the people who
actually implement and use it.

Our whitepapers and reports will help you
understand the wider context around tools
like ours, why they are important, and how
to select the ones that are right for you.

Learn More

Learn More

Customer Videos

Awards and
Recognitions

Hundreds of enterprise customers worldwide
use MangoApps to drive their digital
transformation. But don’t just take our
word for it – listen to some of their stories.

Check out our User Reviews,
Industry Awards & Recognitions.

Watch Videos

View Awards

Trusted by Leaders Across All Industries

TRANSFORM HOW YOUR COMPANY COLLABORATES,
COMMUNICATES & GETS WORK DONE.
Contact us for a more detailed capabilities demo.
sales@mangoapps.com // www.mangoapps.com

Get a Free Trial

